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"Specifically, I'm hoping that more people will become aware of the tremendous initiatives with which I'm involved, 

especially the Peace Network for Social Harmony, with its wonderful grassroots partners and its exciting projects; 

such as Peace Days and the Forum on Diversity and Inclusion and its collaborative and impactful approach. And 

once aware, I'm hoping that even more fellow Quebecers will actively join our efforts to create a more respectful, 

equitable and inclusive society." 

During a conversation with The Montrealer, Brian provided some background on his path. ''The peace we benefit 

from in our society doesn't just happen by chance - it's through the work of like-minded people that we can and 

have created safe society. That's why I made the decision in 2006 to create a foundation to engage different sec

tors of society to work together. At the time, this was unheard of in Canadian philanthropy. I believed that we 

would have more impact if we established a network of foundations and businesses to form partnerships." 

''The network members are dedicated to the principals of diversity and inclusion. The Peace Network gives them a 

place to meet (either physically or by tele-conference) and to be inspired by best practices. We had the foundation 

up and running by 2009." 

The Peace Network for Social Harmony is a Canadian charitable organization that uses the strength of collabora

tion in pursuit of its mandate. Its work focuses on three central themes: (1) diversity and inclusion, (2) violence pre

vention, and (3) the promotion of peace and social harmony. Network members come from the worlds of philan

thropy and business. In addition, the organization collaborates with NGOs, academic institutions, arts and cultural 

organizations, researchers, government, and many others. Thanks to its multitude of relationships, the Network is 

a force for the development of partnerships, the sharing of information and knowledge, and the creation of links 

between sectors. The Network helps to maximize the impact and effectiveness of efforts undertaken by all stake

holders in the fields of peace and social harmony. 

In 1981, the United Nations declared September 21st to be the International Day of Peace. Since 2015, the Peace 

Network for Social Harmony has coordinated Montreal's Peace Days' activities, including events on the Interna

tional Day of Peace itself. The Network works with many wonderful partners in this initiative, including those from 

the community, cultural, educational, and philanthropic sectors. These partners organize an array of activities each 

year that enable Montrealers to contemplate and take concrete action for peace. The Peace Network for Social 

Harmony assembles these activities under the banner of Peace Days; it is a special moment on the calendar to 

highlight the peace builders of our city and their tremendous initiatives. 

The 7th edition of Peace Days will be held under the theme ''Take action for equality'' from September 21 to Octo

ber 2, 2021. 

For more information about the Peace Network for Social Harmony, please visit: www.thepeacenetwork.ca 

https://www.thepeacenetwork.ca/2020/
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